
Some people asked via e-mail and in my office about vapor pressure and vapor pressure lowering for a solution.
In particular they’ve had general questions and specific questions about 13.69 and 13.70.  Both deal with vapor
pressure above a solution, in particular when both solute and solvent are volatile.  We’re dealing with the vapor
(gas) above the solution due to any volatile substance vaporizing from liquid to gas.

In a solution the vapor pressure of any volatile substance is given by Raoult’s Law:

PA  =  XA PA

o

PA  =  vapor pressure of A above solution

XA  =  mole fraction of A in liquid phase

PA

o
  =  V.P. of pure A

The total vapor pressure above a solution is given by Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressures and is due to both the
solvent and solute.

Psoln  =   Psolvent  +  Psolute      Dalton’s Law Psoln  =  total vapor pressure above the solution

If the solute is NONvolatile it won’t vaporize (or its vapor pressure is so low it can be ignored).  Thus,

Psolute = 0

and the total pressure is due just to the solvent,

Psoln  =  Psolvent  =  Xsolvent Ps

o

o l v  e n  t            (eqn 13.10 in book)

The VP lowering, the change in VP going from pure solvent to solution upon the addition of a nonvolatile solute
is given by two equations,

ÄP  =  Ps

o

o l v e n t ! Pabove soln due to solvent

I showed in class that VP lowering can also be given by the following eqn.,

ÄP  =  Xsolute Ps

o

olvent (eqn 13.11 in book)

***** continued on next page *****



How does one determine the total vapor pressure of a solution of two volatile substances?  Also, one often
wants to know the mole fractions of both substances in the gas phase.

Both volatile substance will contribute to the vapor pressure above the solution.  Assume that both follow
Raoult’s Law and the gas mixture follows Dalton’s of Partial Pressures.

PA  =  XA PA

o
PB  =  XB PB

o
Raoult’s Law

PA  =  vapor pressure of A above solution PB  = vapor pressure of B above solution

XA  =  mole fraction of A in liquid phase XB  =  mole fraction of B in liquid phase

PA

o
  =  V.P. of pure A PB

o
  =  V.P. of pure B

PT  =  PA  +  PB Dalton’s Law PT  =  total vapor pressure above the solution

PT  =  XA PA

o
   +   XB PB

o
for two volatile substances

How does one know both substances are volatile in a problem?  You would be given a VP for each pure
substance at the temp of interest in the problem.  

13.69.  This deals with the VP above a soln of water, H2O, and ethanol, C2H6O at 63.5 oC with VP for each pure
substance of 175 torr and 400 torr (3 s.f.), respectively, in which equal masses are used to make the soln.



13.69 (cont.)

Part (a):  It asks for the mole fractions of each component for equal masses.  You need to remember a couple of
   things; mole fraction and molar mass.

                                    mol A            m
XA = ------------------- MMA = ----- m = mass, n = moles

mol A + mol B       n

Solve for moles, n, from MM and mass for each substance and substitute into mole fraction.

                                      mA/MMA
XA = ---------------------------              

mA/MMA + mB/MMB

You might ask how does this help, no masses were given.  Ah, you don’t need the actual masses if you
have some way to relate the two masses.  This problem states the solution is made by using equal
masses.

mA = mB so substitute mA for mB above   (the solns manual used G for the masses)

                                      mA/MMA                       1/MMA
XA = -------------------------- = ----------------------

mA/MMA + mA/MMB      1/MMA + 1/MMB

The masses cancel.  So, you could have done this by simply picking a mass and using that to calculate
the moles for each substance.

What if the masses aren’t equal, lets say the mass of B is twice the mass of A,

mB = 2 mA

                                      mA/MMA                       1/MMA
XA = -------------------------- = ----------------------

mA/MMA + 2mA/MMB      1/MMA + 2/MMB

Again, just pick a mass for A or B and do the appropriate calculations and things will work out.

Part (b):   Just use what is shown above from the solutions manual.

Psoln  =  XH2O PH

o

2O  +   XC2H6O PC

o

2H6O

        = (0.7188)(175 torr) + (0.2812)(400 torr)

        =        125.79 torr       +       112.48 torr

        =  238.27 torr (total pressure of gases above the soln)



13.69 (cont.)

Part (c):  this part deals with finding the composition, mole fractions, in the vapor phase (i.e. the gas phase    
above the solution).

Remember, if there’s a gas mixture the partial pressure of a gas A can be found by using the following:

PA, g = XA, g * Ptotal (from chapter 10)

Ptotal = Psoln   (Pressure above the soln)

PA, g   (the pressure of volatile substance A in the gas phase, also determined using
 Raoult’s Law as shown on previous page)

XA, g   (mole fraction of A in vapor phase, i.e. the gaseous state of A)

      PA, g
XA, g  =  --------

     Ptotal

For this problem we can calculate the mole fraction of the ethanol in the vapor phase from this:

     PEt, g  112.48 torr
Xeh, g  =  -------  =  ---------------  =  0.472

     Ptotal   238.27 torr

NOTE: The vapor phase is richer in the more volatile substance than it was in the liquid solution phase
 (0.472 compared to 0.2812).



13.70.  This problem is similar to above so you need to be using the same eqns.

Part (a): Want the mole fractions of the solute and solvent in the liquid phase given the VP of the two volatile
  components and the total VP above the soln.  Think about the eqn for total VP above a soln of two
  volatile components.

PT  =  XA PA

o
   +   XB PB

o
total pressure above a soln for two volatile substances

This eqn has 5 variables.  Given four of them we can solve for the remaining one.  Technically, the eqn
has only 4 variables since XA and XB are related (have to add to 1).  We want the mole fractions given
the vapor pressures of the pure substances and the total VP above the soln. 

Remember, mole fractions add up to 1.

XB = (1 - XA)

Substitute this in the eqn for the total pressure,

PT  =  XA PA

o
   +   (1-XA) PB

o

You’re given PT, PA

o

and P
o

B  so this can be solved for XA and then get XB from 1-XA.

Part (b): Similar to 13.69(c) so I won’t go through it again here.


